such a reading; Jassin, 1954: vol. 2: 185-9; Santa Maria, 1954: 4-7; Teeuw, 1967: 190-1) . Harry Aveling's view is somewhat clearer. He suggests that this figure stands for the ethos of mutual co-operation ( gotong royong) heavily promoted by cultural nationalists as a fundamental component of the Indonesian character. As bearer of community traditions, this first comrade makes the couple aware of gendered proprieties: 'a woman's responsibility is to quietly fence her body' (Aveling, 1969: 332; Sontani, 1948: 18) . Panji accepts the rules. Sri stops dancing. A second comrade arrives, asserting the supremacy of God. So Panji affirms his faith, and now that they are believers they must be properly married, which in turn brings further social restrictions upon Sri: 'The face of your wife must be hidden, veiled, not seen, covered by cloth' (Aveling: 335; Sontani: 28-30). What had begun with restriction of her movements, now extends to her countenance. This third figure clearly has brought them organized religion (Jassin and Teeuw say Islam specifically, thus to follow the Indic comrade), though Aveling sees him more as a social elaboration of the first comrade, from community to social integration through institutions such as marriage. The third comrade brings finance, espousing the virtues of 'an exchange economy, backbone of prosperity.' Though this comrade's 'gift' might be taken broadly as economic development, Jassin and Teeuw note the unequal brokerage of the deal as a clear reference to a global capitalism controlled by foreigners. The third comrade thereby represents the coming of Western colonization. He offers Panji food, but alas the price is high. Sri must sacrifice her bracelets in payment. Things are starting to get rough for the couple, as the basis of their communication is progressively legislated and traded away.
Whereas the first three comrades had solicited Panji to join their respective institutions, the fourth demands obedience. Under his leadership, the playing of the flute is transformed from a choice to a privilege. Panji must obtain permission from this new 'government' before engaging in any free expression. With the very impulse to free expression thus fettered to a state apparatus, Panji no longer feels like playing. Sri, who can no longer even hear the music to which she once danced, abandons Panji and leaves the stage.
If Sri (like Bebasari, Sukaesih and Tjitra) is the female embodiment of Indonesia, and Panji (like Bujangga, Sugiat etc.) the male youth given agency to strive for the nation, then Sontani's play rests at this penultimate moment in an unusually dark vision of the nationalist struggle. The fourth comrade, bearer of government, silences art and ultimately ends the 'relationship' between the nation's youth and the nation. Sontani portrays social 'development' as a progressive alienation from authentic expressions of the self and authentic communication with the 'fire in their souls.' Progress brings to Indonesia alienation of the body, followed by concealment of the face, followed by a stripping of treasure, and culminating in total absence. In the end, politics reigns triumphant over a truly barren and sterile landscape. Jassin, following a brief gloss set out by Sontani in the midst of his
